




First Section 

Analytic 

of the Aesthetic Power of Judgment 

First Book 

Analytic of the Beautifu/1

First Moment 
of the judgment of taste,* concerning its quality. 

§ I. 
The judgment of taste is aesthetic. 

In order to decide whether or not something is beautiful, we do not 
relate the representation by means of understanding to the object for 
cognition, but rather relate it by means of the imagination (perhaps 
combined with the understanding) to the subject and its feeling of 
pleasure or displeasure. The judgment of taste is therefore not a cog
nitive judgment, hence not a logical one, but is rather aesthetic, by 
which is understood one whose determining ground cannot be other 
than subjective. Any relation of representations, however, even that 
of sensations, can be objective (in which case it signifies what is real in 

5: 203 

an empirical representation); but not the relation to the feeling of 5: 204 
pleasure and displeasure, by means of which nothing at all in the object 
is designated, but in which the subject feels itself as it is affected by the 
representation. z 

To grasp a regular, purposive structure with one's faculty of cog
nition (whether the manner of representation be distinct or confused) 
is something entirely different from being conscious of this repre-

• The definition of taste that is the basis here is that it is the fuculty for the 5: 203
judging• of the beautiful. But what is required for calling an object beautiful
must be discovered by the analysis of judgments of taste. In seeking the
moments to which this power of judgment attends in its reflection, I have
been guided by the logical functions for judging (for a relation to the under-
standing is .1lways contained even in the judgment of t:1ste). I have considered
the moment of quality first, since the aesthetic judgment on the be:mtiful
takes notice of thi s first.
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